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Abstract 
 
The world wide web (WWW) is the largest distributed information 
domain, which has developed to incorporate varied information 
resources such as service and product directories, digital libraries, etc. 
Moreover, the web is thought of as the most apt environment for 
business transactions since it is convenient, quick and economical to 
use; hence we realize the massive popularity of electronic commerce 
and Business-to-Business applications. E-commerce design for users in 
diverse physical localities, and web based e-commerce sites anticipate 
to appeal users from both international and local regions. It has also 
been found, that the information presentation by using different 
languages and web designing elements such as navigation, images and 
color can provide different responses from societies in different 
nations. In a global framework, many web interfaces do not provide 
efficient usage due to the use of inappropriate tools for conveying 
information, since most of the information is presented on the web by 
icons, shapes, colors of text etc., which may be appropriate to some 
culture groups but may be misjudged by the global viewers. This paper 
represents a case study of popular organization’s websites in different 
countries to justify global e-commerce websites, recounting methods 
for understanding cultural disputes in web based e-commerce sites 
designing, how culture affects the attributes of the sites, emphases on 
widespread design features in web interfaces of e-commerce sites and 
differences rising from design in diverse country sites. 
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Introduction  
E-commerce’s design for users in diverse physical sites, and web based e-commerce 
sites aim to attract clients from worldwide as well as local regions. There are huge 
numbers of e-commerce sites that offer links to different country sites, however, most 
of the sites use English as a medium for writing and do not provide languages other 
than English for customers from different countries [1] . It has been found that the 
presentation of information about the products being sold in different countries on 
web, rely upon different languages and web designing elements such as navigation, 
images and color which provide diverse reactions from folks in different nations . In 
an international environment, many web interfaces do not prove to be effective due to 
solicitation of inappropriate tools for carrying information in a global environment. 
Most of the information on the web is presented by icons, shapes, text color and 
background, frame/ text locations on screen, etc., which, may be appropriate to some 
culture groups but is misinterpreted by the global spectators. Alongside this, 
providing suitable language for universal buyers on the site is vital, not only just 
interpretation, but also delivering information in a local nous.  
 
Understanding Users and Culture 
In latest research, it has been found that e-commerce has made it possible for 
consumers to feel connected and impacted the mode of commercial transactions[3] . 
Therefore, cultural boundaries are considered less important in trade, and the market 
place is not reliant on the physical store alone . Products and services are easily 
presentable through the e- commerce, and business transactions can be easily carried 
out in the Business to Consumer situation. This perception has changed the cultural 
limitations. However, without understanding the cultural differences applied to e-
commerce, specifically web interface design, the stature of e-commerce is hard to 
appreciate. Thus, study of an efficient web interface design for diverse culture 
background consumers and designers is being considered as an important aspect of e-
commerce [4,5]. In e-commerce, this is the crucial subject to support e-commerce 
practices. There are numerous dimensions on which the web designing of e-commerce 
websites rely upon and are discussed below:- 

 Various user understandings of icons and graphical components, colors, 
fonts, shapes, icons and metaphors, geography, language, flags and sounds 
directly affects the user interaction with a site. 

 The writing style, for instance, the right-to left writing direction of the 
Arabic language is the common way of web design interfaces in Arabic 
countries and users start reading from the top right-hand to the bottom left-
hand side even in English language .  

 History and ethics can also effect a web site user's perception. 
 
Case Study:-An Insight of website designing variance among different 
countries 
The idea of website globalization has two complementary processes. According to the 
studies, globalization consists of website internationalization and website localization 
that work in tandem. While internationalization refers to the back-end processes of 
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creating modular and accessible global website templates[3], localization refers to the 
front-end customization where websites are adapted to meet expectations of a 
culturally diverse user group. In our paper, we are focusing on globalization spectrum 
only. 
  There are significant issues in e- commerce web designing that are not 
evidently understood by the e-commerce community to efficiently use universal web 
based e-commerce. The cultural issues affecting the design of effective e- commerce 
sites were found to be subjects relevant to the research ‘s concern [4]. This research 
was based on the observations of design features in global e-commerce sites, 
investigating design features and the motives for it. For analysis purpose, excursion 
sites like McDonalds and Coca cola was selected and the information regarding its 
web design styles; page layout, visual design elements and language options were put 
forward. The aim was to figure out the design characteristics in different country web 
sites and the popular design features in Western and Eastern country sites . This 
approach was found to be valuable to confirm generalizations made in relation to test 
the impact of cultural differences on web design [3]. Taxonomy of design feature 
categories is significant in facilitating research in a systematic manner. Table 1 
illustrates the design essentials and information presentation for web designing for e-
commerce promotion across the globe. 
 
Table 1 Illustrates the design essentials of the e-commerce websites across the globe 

 
 Categories Details 
 
 
 
Design Feature 

Structure Of Page Linear, network, hierarchical access for 
product information 

Menu Display Vertical, horizontal or both 
Image Map, Stationary image, moving objects, 

animations, business logo, country logo 
Text density High, medium or low 
Advanced feature Location, size 
Content of the page Links for promotion, news, feedbacks or 

reviews 
Universal links Country, language options 

Information 
Presentation 

Presentation style Introduction of the site, product 
information in different languages 

 
 The above mentioned issues are then inspected through different country sites in 
sufficient number of culture groups as significant for the study. The global Coca Cola 
websites are considered in relation to the web design features and target users. Simple 
and popular features on all sites were recognized and classified after which two 
country’s coca cola websites were selected for detailed comparison. Table 2 shows 
the comparison of web designing components of the popular company Coca Cola in 
Ireland and Atlanta. 
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Table 2:-A comparison of web designing components of Coca Cola in two different 
countries[6] 
 

Category Coca Cola home page Web layout 
directed for 
Ireland 

Web layout for 
Atlanta 

Image Image links are popular 
but no use of animation 

Organizations’ logo 
and images are 
large; generally 
,human faces are 
used; more than 
three image links 
used 

Small size 
images are 
prominent 

Colors Red and white are the 
popular color. 

Prominent colors are 
used; background is 
simple; information 
is provided 
transparently 

Multiple colored 
images and text 

Density of text Mainly with text 
information on the page 

Higher text density Lesser text 
density 

Advanced features High rollover and 
search features 
available 

Motion images and 
animations are not 
so popular; Small 
size animations 
preferred 
 

Popup and 
rollover features 
are popular; large 
size animations 
to promote 
business through 
advertisements 

Prominent feature High density text on 
page 

Black text color is 
preferred 

Multiple colored 
texts 

Common feature:- 
Business organization logo is the strongest for promotion and advertisement of website. 
Overall, red and white colors are used. 

 
 As in the above illustrated comparison of Coca cola websites in a global 
framework, Similarly, The global Mc Donald’s websites are further considered in 
relation to the web design features and target users[5]. Simple and popular features on 
all sites were recognized and classified after which four country’s Mc Donald’s 
websites were selected for detailed comparison. Table 3 shows the comparison of web 
designing components of the global Mc Donald’s website in Germany, Pakistan, India 
and United states. 
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Table 3:- A comparison of web designing components of Coca Cola in four different 
countries[7] 
Category McDonald 

Home page 
Web layout 
directed for 
Germany 

Web layout 
for Pakistan 

Web 
Layout for 
India 

Web 
Layout for 
united states 

Image Image links are 
popular. 

Organizations’ 
logo small and 
images are large; 
generally , more 
than three image 
links used 

Small size 
images are 
prominent 

Organizations’ 
logo small and 
images are large;  

Organizations’ 
logo small and 
images are small 

Colors Red and yellow are 
the popular color. 

Prominent colors 
are used; 
background is 
simple; 
information is 
provided 
transparently 

 Bright colors 
are used, 
Less bulky 

Bright colors 
used, multiple 
colored images 
and texts 

Decent colors are 
used, Less bulky 
text is kept 

Density of 
text 

Mainly with text 
information on the 
page 

Medium text 
density 

Lesser text 
density 

Higher text 
density 

Lesser text 
density 

Advanced 
features 

High rollover and 
search features 
available 

Motion images 
and animations 
are not so 
popular; Small 
size animations 
preferred 

Motion 
images are not 
so popular; 
Small size 
animations 
preferred, text 
size is large 

Popup and 
rollover features 
are popular; large 
size animations 
to promote 
business through 
advertisement 

Text size and 
images are small, 
menu bar is 
towards the 
margins 

Prominent 
feature 

 Text density on 
page 

Red color is used Few colors are 
used 

Multiple colored 
texts 

Few colors are 
used 

Common feature:- 
Business organization logo is the strongest for promotion and 
advertisement of website. Overall, red and yellow colors are used. 

  

 
  The above illustrated comparative analysis of popular e-commerce companies 
namely coca cola and Mc Donalds shows that it is necessary to have a framework that 
allows cross-cultural design and usability as part of the development life cycle of any 
website and there is a need for creating tools that allow for cultural versioning to suit 
global businesses and their agenda to communicate effectively to the local user[6]. 
Involving cultural factors in the design process increases the aesthetic value, 
perceivable quality and behavioral intention in the users. 
 
 
Conclusions 
The Case study were targeted on finding commonalities and differences in design 
features related to different countries based on global airline sites. The reason for 
studying global excursion sites was that companies provide similar services following 
similar business practices, so the design features were more likely to be linked to 
target users' and designers' country of origin and typical choices of preferred web 
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design features. The fact these organizations provide global services, covering 
multiple cultural groups also makes it logical to derive such conclusions. The key 
conclusion of this investigation was that the different country users have different 
favorites and reasons to use global sites. Hence the e-commerce providers and 
designers need to be prepared to make a distinction in design of sites for international 
users. It is important that the international users have different ways of adopting 
culture in e-commerce especially in a global context. In global sites, adopting culture 
in e-commerce provided search tools and links for finding more in formation . 
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